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by Rondel Thompson and Sophia Parker of
Global Insight, Inc.

Several occurrences in the past year have led some to suggest that
Mrican Americans have fmally achieved equality with whites in

today's society: we have seen Mrican Americans win Academy

Awards, coach in-and win-the Super Bowl, and even run for President of

the United States with a considerable amount of support and anticipation.

But anecdotes and isolated exanlples such as these do not accurately

assess the status of blacks in America. For this reason, the National Urban

League developed the Equality Index™, which compares the conditions

between whites and blacks in America using multiple variables. In this

index, whites have been used as the control. So an index number of less than

one means that blacks are doing relatively worse than whites in that catego

ry. An index value of greater than one means that blacks are doing better

than whites in that category.

According to the 2007 Equality Index, Black America's index value stands

at 0.733, fractionally up from 0.730 in 2006.

The Equality Index is a compilation of five sub-indices: Economics,

Health, Education, Social Justice, and Civic Engagement. Each of these sub

components has an index value of its own. The sections below sununarize

how each of the individual sub-indices was constructed, the data available,

and the weights used. Global Insight, Inc. attempted to use the most recent

data available across these five indices to create the most current index

value. Additionally, Global Insight attempted to ensure its methodology and

data are as consistent and accurate as possible by, among other things,
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Housing and Wealth Formation was given the strongest weight (34%),as it is the

best measure of both a person's current assets and their economic potential. For

example, it is easier to secure a business loan if one owns a home and can use

it as collateral, thus housing can directly contribute to wealth formation. Median

Income, which is assigned the second highest weight (25%), represents the

current economic performance of the white and black employed populations.

Employment Issues was given a slightly lower weight (20010), followed closely by

Poverty (15%). The Digital Divide (5%) was given the second lowest weight.

Finally, Transportation (1%) was given the lowest weight. The Equality Index

number for Economics in 2007 was calculated at 0.57, a nominal increase over

the 0.56 figure from 2006. This index number, the lowest of the five sub-indices,

means blacks are performing disproportionately worse than whites in the

economic area. A closer look at the sub-indices that make up the Economics

index will reveal some of the reasons for the disparity.
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The weights are unchanged from last year:

ECONOMICS-30% OF THE EQUALITY INDEX
The Economics sub-index is divided into six separate categories: Mean

Income, Employment Issues, Poverty, Housing and Wealth Formation,

Transportation, and Digital Divide. The weight of each category is based on

relative importance and the quality of the data that was available. Of the six,
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employing weighting schemes to manage any shortcoming in the data.1 These

weights are referenced both in the text and listed for eacl;l variable in the
full index.
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Housing and Wealth Formatlon-34% of Economics

The Housing and Wealth Formation category in<;ludes Mortgage

Application Denial and Home Improvement Loans (weighted at 8% each),
,r ".:1-

Home Ownership (1%) and Home Values (1%). Home Values waS given a less-

-erwefght because the index for this is not based upon a current snapshot, but

rather on historical material. Home Ownership was weighted less because it

is somewhat correlated to Mortgage Application Denials.

Home ownership, calculated at 0.63, shows yet another separation between

races. Less than 50 percent of black families in America own homes, a per

centage that has actually gone down over the last two years. Conversely, near

ly 76 percent of white families in America own homes. A contributing factor

lies in the next series: mortgage denial was computed at 0.53. Blacks are

rejected for home mortgage loans nearly twice as often as their white coun

terparts. A more detailed look at the data reveals some interesting character

istics. As a percentage of applications filed per their respective races, whites

(40.9%) have more than twice as many joint applications filed as blacks

(17.9%). When African Americans do file mortgage applications jointly, the

application denial rate falls to 20.8%from 24.5%. Even when blacks d() obtain

credit, it is often at a higher rate. Data from the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act reveal the pricing inequity faced by black borrowers. The data shows that

54.7%of blacks purchasing a home received a high-priced loan (more than 3%

above the Treasury rate) as opposed to 17.2%of whites.2 The home improve

ment mortgage loans category was slightly better than mortgage denials, at

0.63. Still, blacks obtained home improvement financing at a rate that is well

below whites. Consequently, if money is not made available to fix a home in

disrepair, the value of the home and the surrounding neighborhood can suffer.

Lower median incomes and often segregated neighborhoods also help to

account for median home value, which was calculated at 0.65, translating into

a $42,800 gap in black versus white home values.

There is also a large disparity between the numbers of black and white

owned businesses. The U.S. Firms by Race index, which was calculated at

0.54, illustrates the sizeable gap. The current index number of 0.54 remains

unchanged from last year's number. One possible reason is that black finns

are not getting the seed money needed to create private wealth. The index

does show that blacks are being rejected for home loans at a much higher rate

')()
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than whites, and just as important, blacks have less collateral since they are

less likely to own their home and the average black home is worth less than

the average white home. All of these statistics point to the difficulty for blacks
to obtain the financing necessary to start a business.

The remaining components comprise the Housing and Wealth Formation

section of the Economics Index: Median Net Worth3 (8%), Equity in Home

(8%), Percent of People Investing in 401k (1%) and Percent Investing in

IRA4(1%)further complete the wealth formation aspect of Housing and Wealth

Formation. The heavier weights were given to Median Net Worth and Equity

in Home as they are the strongest immediate indicators of wealth formation.

Median Income-25% of Economics

The index for Median Income is broken out into three components: Median

Male Earnings by Highest Degree Earned (8%), Median Female Earnings by

Highest Degree Earned (8%), and Median Income (8%). Median Male Earnings

produced an index value of 0.74. Not only are black males beings paid less

than whites, but black males would have to see their mean income increase

by $12,374 annually for the index to equal 1. The indicator for Mean Female

Earnings of 0.87 reveals that black females are closer in earnings to their

white counterparts. However, a black female would still have to earn $4,602
more each year for the index to reach 1.

Employment Issues-20% of Economics

Employment Issues is broken out into three main categories. The

Unemployment Rate portion of the index was weighted at 10%,Labor Force

Participation (LFP) at ages 16-64was weighted at 9%,and for the employment

to population ratio weighted at 1%. The Unemployment category itself is com

prised of the overall unemployment rate, the unemployment rate per race by

gender and the unemployment rate of persons age 16-19. The unemployment

rate for blacks is more than twice their white counterparts, as is depicted in

Figure 3. The number of unemployed blacks would have to decrease by

867,580 people for the unemployment index to equal 1. When looking at gen

der, black females (0.48 index value) fare better than black males (0.42 index

value) in terms of the unemployment rate. Figure 3 graphically depicts the

')1
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Poverty-15% of Economics

The Poverty category is broken out into three subcomponents: Percent of

the Population Below the Poverty Line (9%), Percent Living 50 Percent Below

the Poverty Line (1%) and a newly-added category, Percent Living 125%Below

the Poverty Threshold (5%). Figure 4 presents a visual representation of two

of the variables in the Poverty category. As a percentage of their population,

three times as many blacks live below the poverty line as whites. The index

number of 0.33 is a marginal decline from the 0.35 index number in the previ

ous Equality Index. Moreover, the Percent Living Below 125%Poverty Level

data also shows that nearly three times as many blacks are living below 125%

poverty than whites, when adjusted for their relative populations.

higher unemployment rates that black males are subject to relative to their

white counterparts.

The Labor Force Participation (LFP) rate, on the other hand, showed a/" /.1,.

nominal racial difference. LFP is the number of peo~le in a pbpulation that
are either working or looking for work. The 0.96 index figure illustrates a

slightly higher labor force participation rate for whites. The LFP index num

ber does not fully bring into perspective the difference in labor force partici

pation, however. When this index is disaggregated by age and education level,

the differences are interesting as higher education levels produce relatively

higher LFPs for blacks. The LFP index for ages 16 to 19 was 0.73, but the LFP

index for ages 20 to 24 showed improvement, at 0.90. The LFPs for higher age

groups, simply stated as "over 25," are in addition broken out by education
level. The LFP index number for Over 25 with Less than a High School Degree

is 0.85. However, the remaining LFP index values (which were all weighted at

.001) all registered higher than one: High School Graduate/No College (1.07),

Some College/No Degree (1.06), Associates Degree (1.03), Less than

Bachelor's Degree (1.05) and College Graduate (1.06). The numbers stress the

importance of education. In particular, graduating from high schoolis a huge

hurdle that can help to insure higher labor force participation for blacks.

Higher education would not only increase LFP numbers but higher incomes

as well. However, the literature indicates that there is a whitelblack wage gap

among educated individuals that is not explained by differences in degree,

major or age.5

THE NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE EQUALITY INDEX"
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Digital Dlvlde-5% of Economics

Each of the three items within the Digital Divide category (Households with

Computer at Home, Households with the Internet, and Households with""' /J,

Broadband) is equally weighted. While there is a pronounc~d disparity in

Households with Broadband, the index number is iinproved over last year.

The 2007 index number of 0.61 rose from 0.54 in the previous year.

Transportatlon-1% of Economics

The Transportation category is divided into three· items: Car Ownership,

Driving to Work Alone, and Reliance Upon Public Transportation. These vari

ables are important in that they speak to the ability of blacks to be mobile

enough to have access to jobs that are not within their immediate vicinity. All

three items produced index numbers that were below 1: Car Ownership

(0.79), Driving Alone (0.89) and Reliance upon Public Transportation (0.23).

The low index number for Reliance upon Public Transportation means that

nearly four times as many blacks rely upon public transportation systems than

whites. According to a Brookings Institution policy brief many neW jobs are

located in suburban areas. However, public transit rarely takes urban resi

dents to within a close proximity of those employers. The document also goes

on to say that poorer families often pay more for cars due to higher fmance

charges.6 The consequences of this lack of transportation options include

longer commutes to new jobs and a relatively higher cost of purchasing a car

for many lower-income Mrican Americans.

HEALTH-25% OF THE EQUALITY INDEX
The Health sub-index is divided into three major categories: Death Rates

and Life Expectancy, Lifetime Health Issues, and Neonatal Care and Related

Issues. Of the three categories, Death Rates and Life Expectancy is weighted

the most at 45 percent within the Health Index. Lifetime Health Issues, which

attempts to measure the struggles of individuals with failing or impaired

health who are still to some degree functioning, was given a weight of 30 per

cent. Lastly, Neonatal Care and early childhood issues were given a weight of

25 percent, since this stage of development sets the table for one's entire life

but is not always directly correlated to the health problems experienced later.

9.1
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The overall index number for Health was calculated at 0.78, an improvement
over last year's value of 0.76.

Death Rates and Life Expectancy-45% of Health

The white population in the U.S. lives over five years longer than our

nation's black population, and this disparity is reflected in the Health Index.

Life Expectancy at Birth is weighted at 15percent ofthe Health index, and the

Age-Adjusted Death Rate (per 100,000) for all causes is weighted at 30 per

cent. In the index we use the Death Rate for all causes to avoid skewing the

measurement based on a particular cause of death. The black population

remains significantly behind the white population in the Age-Adjusted Death

Rate at 77%. Diabetes, homicide, and HIV prevalence in the black community

are several times greater than in the white population. Diabetes is almost

twice as likely to occur among blacks as whites. Blacks are ten times more

Figure 5
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likely to die as a victim of a homicide. The disparity in HIV deaths is also strik

ing-blacks are over 8 times as likely to die from HIV compared to whites. A

positive note is that blacks are less likely to be stricken with chronic liver dis-
,r ..-"

ease. In addition, the suicide rate of the nation's white population is more

than twice that of blacks ..

Figure 5 shows the differential between white and black death rates by gen

der. Though males have a higher death rate compared to females, black males

have the highest death rate of any group. The 131.9 death rate for African

American males is substantially higher than their white counterparts. African

American females also have a higher death rate than white females, but that

difference is less and produces a higher (more favorable) index value (0.78 for

women versus 0.74 for men). The higher death rates lead to lower life

expectancy at birth.

Lifetime Health-30% of Health

This subcategory is disaggregated into five sub-components. The sub-com

ponents are: Physical Condition, 10010 (includes the former categories Weight

Issues and AIDS); Substance Abuse, 10%;Access to Care, 5%(formerly Health

Insurance); Elderly Health Care, 3%;and Mental Health, 2%.Substance Abuse

and Physical Condition issues are given the most weight in the Lifetime Health

sub-index as they affect the largest percentages of the population. Under

physical condition, blacks are more likely to be overweight and have a much

greater incidence of obesity than whites. Obesity is weighted twice as heavi

ly as merely overweight, since the health ramifications for being obese are far

more significant. When looking at the data broken down by gender, it becomes

apparent that black women are faring worse than black men in terms of being

overweight or obese. Black men over 20 years old actually are better off than

their white counterparts in terms of being overweight (producing an index of

1.06) and are only slightly worse off for obesity (.98). However, black women

are doing considerably worse than white women in terms of being overweight

(an index of 0.72) and for obesity (index of .60). Figure 6 shows the gender

breakdown for the Overweight variable and for diabetes, which is correlated

with being overweight and which blacks suffer disproportionately. Among the

largest disparities in index values in the Physical Condition sub-index pertain

to AIDS. The African-American population of this country is disproportionate-

?n
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ly stricken with this illness compared to white Americans. African American

males 13 and older have nearly 8 times as many AIDS cases per 100,000people

than white males. The statistics for African-American women show an even

larger gap, with black females over the age of 13having over 20 times the num
ber of AIDS cases per 100,000 that white females have.

The Substance Abuse category reveals that blacks are significantly better

off than whites in terms of binge drinking. In fact, whites 18 years and older

are nearly twice as likely to binge drink as blacks. In addition, blacks 18 and

over are marginally less likely to use tobacco products. The Mental Health

sub-component reveals data with mixed results. Substantially less black male

and female high school students consider suicide compared to whites.

However, of those black female students who consider suicide, a higher per
centage of them act upon that feeling compared to white female students.
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ly stricken with this illness compared to white Americans. African American

males 13 and older have nearly 8 times as many AIDS cases per 100,000people

than white males. The statistics for African-American women show an even

larger gap, with black females over the age of 13having over 20 times the num

ber of AIDS cases per 100,000 that white females have.

The Substance Abuse category reveals that blacks are significantly better

off than whites in terms of binge drinking. In fact, whites 18 years and older

are nearly twice as likely to binge drink as blacks. In addition, blacks 18 and

over are marginally less likely to use tobacco products. The Mental Health

sub-component reveals data with mixed results. Substantially less black male

and female high school students consider suicide compared to whites.

However, of those black female students who consider suicide, a higher per

centage of them act upon that feeling compared to white female students.
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Lifetime Health-30% of Health

This subcategory is disaggregated into five sub-components. The sub-com

ponents are: Physical Condition, 10%(includes the former categories Weight

Issues and AIDS); Substance Abuse, 10%;Access to Care, 5%(former:ly Health

Insurance); Elderly Health Care, 3%;and Mental Health, 2%.Substance Abuse

and Physical Condition issues are given the most weight in the Lifetime Health

sub-index as they affect the largest percentages of the population. Under

physical condition, blacks are more likely to be overweight and have a much

greater incidence of obesity than whites. Obesity is weighted twice as heavi

ly as merely overweight, since the health ramifications for being obese are far

more significant. When looking at the data broken down by gender, it becomes

apparent that black women are faring worse than black men in terms of being

overweight or obese. Black men over 20 years old actually are better off than

their white counterparts in terms of being overweight (producing an index of

1.06) and are only slightly worse off for obesity (.98). However, black women

are doing considerably worse than white women in terms of being overweight

(an index of 0.72) and for obesity (index of .60). Figure 6 shows the gender

breakdown for the Overweight variable and for diabetes, which is correlated

with being overweight and which blacks suffer disproportionately. Among the

largest disparities in index values in the Physical Condition sub-index pertain

to AIDS. The African-American population of this country is disproportionate-

?f>

likely to die as a victim of a homicide. The disparity in HIV deaths is also strik

ing-blacks are over 8 times as likely to die from HIV compared to whites. A

positive note is that blacks are less likely to be stricken with chronic liver dis-/- ,...-);

ease. In addition, the suicide rate of the nation's white population is more

than twice that of blacks.'

Figure 5 shows the differential between white and black death rates by gen

der. Though males have a higher death rate compared to females, black males

have the highest death rate of any group. The 131.9 death rate for African

American males is substantially higher than their white counterparts. African

American females also have a higher death rate than white females, but that

difference is less and produces a higher (more favorable) index value (0.78 for

women versus 0.74 for men). The higher death rates lead to lower life

expectancy at birth.
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The Access to Care category includes usage of prescription drugs, which is

correlated with preventative health care. Additionally, d~ta points measuring

health care coverage highlight the low likelihood for African Americans to
,"-- I'J,

have health insurance coverage. Lower rates of health insuriillce are highly

correlated with lower care, impacting health throughout a person's entire life.

The All People Without Health Insurance variable remained unchanged at 0.58

compared to the 2006 index value, indicating that nearly twice as many blacks

were without insurance compared to whites. The impact of this disparity

affects not only the health of African Americans, but the health of our nation

as a whole. When a person does not have insurance, routine medical visits

tend to not be an option. Medical conditions are left untreated and become

worse to the point where that person often ends up in an emergency room

where costs are far higher. The cost of the operation or medical procedure is

eventually passed onto the larger society and help push up the cost of health

care for everyone.

Neonatal & Pediatric Care, and Other Early Chlldhood-25% of Health

Four separate components have been developed for this category: Delivery

Issues, 10%; Children's Health, 10%; Pregnancy Issues, 4%; and Reproduction

Issues, 1%. Delivery Issues focuses on conditions affecting black women dur

ing birth. There are more than twice as many total infant deaths per 100,000

births for black women, and that number is the same when looking at the pre

natal and postnatal components. The Maternal Mortality index value of 0.24

indicates that four times the number of black women die in childbirth as white

women per 100,000 births. Under Pregnancy Issues, nearly as many black

women start prenatal care in the first trimester as whites (an index of 0.89);

but the data also shows that far too many African-American women wait until

the third trimester to begin prenatal care (an index of 0.39). Also, as a percent

of live births, black infants are over 2.5 times more likely to be born with

extremely low birth weight (a newly-added variable this year). The Children's

Health sub-component yielded some promising results. All of the variables

that comprise this sub-component produced higher index values compared to

the 2006 Equality Index. The largest increases came from No Child Health

Care Visit in Last 12 months, which rose to 1.16 this year from 0.92 in 2006.

This is important since increased frequency in child doctor visits will help to

?,R
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detect many illnesses that could go undetected and worsen over time.

Reproduction Issues revealed some relative decline in family planning.

According to the index, less black women use contraception in this year's

index (0.89 index value) relative to white women than in last year's index (0.94
index value).

EDUCATION-25% OF THE EQUALITY INDEX

The Education sub-index is divided into five major categories: Quality,

Attainment, Scores, Enrollment, and Student Status and Risk Factors. Of the

five, Quality is weighted the most at 45 percent. Attainment, the level of edu

cation a person achieves, is weighted at 20%. Test scores, an important indi

cation of performance, are weighted at 15 percent within this sub-index.

Enrollment, which does not take into account effectiveness or quality, was

given a weight of 10 percent. Lastly, Student Status and Risk Factors were

considered important measures of behavior, student confidence, and future

accomplishment in life; but since these are closely related to attainment, a

weighting of 10 percent was assigned. The overall index number for

Education was calculated at 0.79 for the 2007 index, an improvement of .01
points over the 2006 index.

QualltY-45% of Education

The quality of the product being received within the black community and

the white community is not equal. This fact dominates how each population

fares in high schools, colleges, and their jobs across America. Two broad

themes emerge from these criteria: the quality, skills, and experience of the

teacher, and the course curriculum of the student. The first is referred to as

Teacher Quality (300;b). This measure was conSistently linked to student per

formance, and so was given the greatest weight. Four data series, each equal

ly weighted, plus a fifth weighted less, comprise this key determination. The

first two measure the percentage of out-of-field teachers-teachers lacking

even a college minor in the subject being taught or in a related field. The first

series measures this at the middle school level and the second at the high

school level. It does not measure what percentage of teachers achieved qual

ification certificates, only their prior college training in the subjects they now .

instruct. Middle school showed the greater black-white discrepancy--49 per-
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The second broad theme of this category is Course Quality (15%). There is

some evidence that the intensity of courses taken in high school provides the

most momentum for continuing education and completing college. Eight data

series were included to measure the course curriculum of the student. 'I\vo

series measured high school students who enter college and the general

strength of their high school curriculum, while six others measured enroll

ment in algebra 2, precalculus, calculus, chemistry, English composition, and

granuuar. Studies have shown that taking math one step beyond Algebra 2

doubles the odds that you will earn a bachelor's degree.8 Based on those stu

dents who took the SAT,the discrepancy between blacks and whites taking

courses beyond algebra 2 is still large. Figure 8 illustrates the gap between

blacks and whites taking math beyond algebra 2. Only 33% of black students

took precalculus, compared with 53% of whites, and the index number

declined from last year's index for this indicator. Calculus showed a slightly

lower percentage point difference (15%) and no change from last year's index.

Attalnment-20% of Education

Eight different gauges were used to measure educational attainment. Each

of these gauges was given an equal weight. 'I\vo of them measure graduation
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Out-of-Field Teachers

cent of teachers of black students were out-of-field, compared to 40 percent

for white students.

'I\vo additional measures were used: Teachers with less than three years

experience teaching in minority schools and public school iu6ctmg on educa

tion per student. Funding was measured per student in high and low poverty

:iO

districts based on the total amount of state and local revenues each district

received for the school year. 7 Even after applying a 40% adjustment for low

income students which takes into account the fact that these students need

more support to reach the same level as higher-income students, there still

remains a funding gap. Lastly, and given less weight than the prior four, is a

. California survey that asked what percentage of teachers in minority schools

are underprepared-that is, had not completed the California preparation pro

gram and obtained a full credential before beginning to teach. There was a

sizable improvement (0.18) for this index number, which shows that

California made progress towards closing the gap of its under-prepared

teachers between the 2005-06 school year and 2003-04 in high and low

minority schools.
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Enrollment-10% of Education
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The Enrollment category is divided into school enrollment by age and col

lege enrollment by age. Being enrolled in college during the more traditional

age range of 18-24 was a higher weight than enrolling in college later in life

because having a college degree at 20 rather than at 30 allows for the individ

ual to earn higher wages for an additional 10 years. There was an improve

ment in the enrollment of young black children relative to white children, but

the gap widened for the age groups between 18 and 24. For students enrolling

in college, the greatest improvement in enrollment of blacks relative to whites

was for 15 to 17 year olds, and the only declines came from the 20 to 21 and
30 to 34 age groups.

Student Status and Risk Factors-10% of Education

Eighteen series comprise this category, all evenly weighted. They reflect

both school and home practices that affect performance in school. Of the

High School Dropouts-Not Completed or Enrolled

school factors, dropping out of school is an important and widely followed

statistic. Not only does it indicate students who have left the school system

and the benefits an education provides, it also may be an indicator that the

schools themselves are failing. Results of School Age Children (5-15) with a

The same measures created in 2006 to measure Total Scores-Preschool,

weighted at 10%of scores; Elementary, 40%;and High School, 50o/(}-were used

again for the 2007 index. The wide variety of tests used creates a range of dif

ferent measures. For preschool children, a test score that evaluates skill sets

(recognizes all letters, counting to 20 or higher, writing their name, and read

ing or pretending to read storybooks) was used. At the elementary school

level, NAEP proficiency tests had the most data available, and included read

ing, writing, math, history, geography and science scores for 4th and 8th grade

students. At the high school level, both the ACT and the SAT were included,

since they roughly cover different parts of the country, and their results did

not significantly differ. GPAs for those taking the SAT were also included, as

was writing proficiency. Newly updated data for the 2007 index showed that

the gap narrowed at the preschool level between 2001 and 2005. There was
I

no change in this year's index for GPAs, NAEp, SAT or ACT scores compared

to last year's index.
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Scores-15% of Education
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rates of two- and four- year schools; these data sets track students over time.

Additionally, NCAA Division I schools track how many of their college fresh

men graduate within six years. For students who graduated in the 2001 cohort. /P
year, 27% of blacks graduated from two-year degree-granting schools versus

34% for whites. The discrepancy is higher for' graduation rates at 4-year

degree-granting schools: for the 1998 cohort year, 40% of blacks graduate com

pared to 58%for whites.

Three data sets measured degrees earned at the associate, bachelor, and

masters level. High school and college attainment for those over 25 were both

also included in the index. All levels of degrees improved over the 2006 index,

with the most improvement in narrowing the gap between the percentage of

blacks and whites who attain master's degrees. A separate data set was used

to report the types of college degrees that persons over 18 hold. New data

revealed that a greater percentage of blacks chose computer/information sci

ences, mathematics/statistics, social science/history and pre-professional

than whites; while in others like medicine, engineering, agriculture/forestry,

and philosophy/religion, white concentration is greater.
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the 0.96 index value for 2007 is a sizeable gain over the 0.85 index value from

2006. It must be noted that though the index has increased, there was no avail

able data that describes what transpired after an individual is stopped while

driving. In Figure 10, the relatively close percentage of blacks and whites that

are stopped while driving is contrasted by the noticeable difference in the

average sentence in jail for a felony offense.

The index figure for Average Jail Sentence (0.20) shows that blacks are

receiving, on average, a significantly longer felony sentence relative to whites.

A black person's average sentence is ten months longer than a white's. This

index has an overall value of 0.77, but varied significantly by type of crime and

gender. The Average Jail Sentence sub-categories, which show sentences for

particular crimes, have been recently broken out by gender. Of the sentences

issued in 12 crime categories in the State Courts, sentences for black males

were longer than white males in all of them. Black females found the justice

system to be slightly more lenient than for black males. Of the sentences

issued in 12 crime categories in State Courts, sentences for black females
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SOCIAL JUSTICE-IO% OF EQUALITY
The Social Justice index, computed at 0.66 is 8 points lower than last year's

value of 0.74. The change in the index is largely due to the elimination of the

Government Equality section, which consisted mostly of older data that could

not be updated. The Social Justice index now contains two categories:

Equality Before the Law (80%) and Victimization (20%). The sub-index num

ber of 0.66 for social justice, the second lowest (after economics) in the entire

index, indicates that blacks and whites have a long way to go before equality,

or justice, have been achieved.

Equality Before the Law-80% of Social Justice

The first category in the Social Justice sub-index is the equal treatment of

blacks and whites before the law in our society. This is the essence of a fair

and colorblind nation. Four data series captured this idea best: Stopped

While Driving, Average Jail Sentence, Probation, and Prisoners as a Percent

of Arrests.

Stopped While Driving (0.10) measures the percentage of drivers being

pulled over for a variety of reasons. The most recent index has determined

that some gains have been made in terms of blacks being stopped while driv

ing. While a higher percentage of blacks get pulled over compared to whites,

Disability, Elementary and Secondary Students Suspended a Grade - and

Repeating a Grade illustrate the preponderance of black ,children to be quick

ly taken out of mainline classrooms. Children in Poverty and Children with No

Parent in the Labor Force were included since school perf~r6'1ance is linked

to conditions at home. In addition, home envirorrinents that foster Home

Literacy Activities (measures include Read to 3 or more times a week, Told a

story at least once a month, Taught Words or Numbers three or more times a

week, and Visited a Library at Least Once in Last Month) do influence chil

dren's cognitive development.9 Improvements in closing the gap came in all

categories of Home Literacy Activities except Read to 3 or More Times a Week

(which declined slightly since 2001). Unfortunately the number of black high

school dropouts relative to whites increased from last year's index (Figure 9),

as well as two attendance variables; black males had the highest rate of High

School Dropouts at 18%.
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were longer than their white counterparts in all but four sub-categories. This

brings up the question: is the justice system not only bias~d against blacks, but

heavily biased against black males? While the data coUld not fully address this

question, there is the indication that African-American mal;srface bias in sen

tencing in our justice system.

According to Probation (0.10) figures, white male felons are more likely to

get probation than black male felons. This result produced a Probation

Granted index of 0.79. Again, this data series was adjusted for what kind of

crime placed the person in jail, so a non-violent criminal offender was grant

ed probation more often then a violent offender. Black females, once again,

faired better than their male counterparts. The Probation Granted index was

1.14, which indicates a higher percentage of black females being granted pro

bation compared to white females.

Prisoners and Populatlon-20% of Social Justice

The weight of the Prisoners and Population index is split evenly between its

two sub-categories: In Prison as a Percent of Population (10%) and Prisoners

as a Percent of Arrests (10%). The Prisoners as a Percent of Arrests index

measures the transition from arrests to prison and the discrepancy therein.

The index value of 0.34 speaks to a disproportionate amount of black arrests

that result in the person becoming a prisoner. In fact, as a percentage of

arrests, there are three times as many blacks that become prisoners. This sup

ports the operating theory that blacks are more likely to be imprisoned once

arrested and indicates there may be racial bias in how the law is enforced. The

In Prison as a Percent of the Population index made a nominal improvement

but still indicates that there are seven times as many African Americans in

prison, as a percentage of the population, compared to whites. The newly

added gender designations for this statistic illustrate the disparity not only

between white males and black males, but between black males and black

females. The index produced a low index number for black females (0.29), but

an even lower index for black males (at 0.15). In fact, per 100,000people, black

men have an incarceration rate that is over 20 times that of black women.
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Victimization and Mental Angulsh-20% of Social Justice

The Victimization and Mental Anguish index (0.20) has most of its weight

devoted to the male and female homicide sub-indices. The Homicide indices

for males and females collectively comprise 50 percent of the index under this

category, and the remainder is calculated with Adolescent Mortality (ages 13

19), Murder Victims (% of Population), Hate Crimes Against (% of Population),

Victims of Violent Crimes (Per 1000 people), Delinquency Cases (Crimes com

mitted by a juvenile for which they could be tried as an adult), Prisoners

Under Death Sentence, Percent of Students Carrying a Weapon in School and

Percent of Students who Carry a Weapon Anywhere.

Homicides Adjusted for Population, both male and female, paint a grim pic

ture. The Homicide Index number for males (.16) shows a murder rate for

black males that is over six times that of white males. Under Male Homicides,

black male deaths due to firearms and stabbings are near the overall index

value of 0.15. The Homicide index number for females was better than for

males, at 0.35. However, the homicide rate for black females is nearly three
times higher than white females.

There are other components of the Victimization and Mental Anguish sub

component that continue to show disparities between African Americans and

whites. As a percentage of their population, blacks (index value of 0.20) are

five times more likely to be the victim of a murder than whites. Blacks are also

more likely to be the victim of a violent crime (index value of 0.74). The trou

bling thing about these figures is that the bulk of these crimes committed

upon blacks are by other blacks. Finally, African Americans are nearly 17

times more likely to be the victim of a hate crime (index of 0.06) than their
white counterparts.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT-IO% OF EQUALITY INDEX

The Civic Engagement sub-index is divided into four categories: The

Democratic Progress (40%), Community Participation (30%), Collective

Bargaining (20%), and Government Employment (10%). The Civic

Engagement index number was computed at 1.05, indicating that, as far as

Civic Engagement goes, blacks in America are slightly more involved than

whites. The 2007 Civic Engagement value is slightly higher than the 2006 .
value (1.04).
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weighted. The Unionism index number of 1.24-unchanged from last year

reveals a significantly higher percentage of blacks in unions than whites, sug
gesting that unions remain an important vehicle for blacks' voice in the labor

force. In addition, the Union Representation index value of 1.23 means that

blacks also are more concentrated in jobs that are represented by unions.

Union Representation barely changed from last year's index.

Governmental Employment-10% of Civic Engagement

State and Local Government Employment and Federal Executive Branch

Employment comprise this category. Federal Executive Branch Employment

is a newly added series, defined as total employment for Executive branch

agencies participating in OPMs Central Personnel Data File (which excludes

postal employees). The employment index tallies at 1.46, demonstrating a

greater propensity for African Americans to be employed in the federal gov

ernment. The State and Local Government index was even higher, at 1.67.

The large index numbers may reflect the perceived job security and good ben

efits that are associated with government jobs and make them an attractive

employment option for African Americans.
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Collective Bargalnlng-20% of Civic Engagement

The two components in this category, Unionism (% in union) and Union

Represented (% in occupations that are represented by Unions), are equally

Community Partlclpatlon-30% of Civic Engagement

Participation has six components: Volunteerism, Percent of Population

Volunteering for Military Reserves, Unpaid Volunteering of Young Adults,

Attends Church, Church Attendance Among Youth, and Youth Group

Participation.

The 2007 Volunteerism figure of 0.73 is higher than the 2006 index figure of

0.68, indicating an improvement in the percentage of blacks who volunteer rel

ative to whites. Percent of Population Volunteering for Military Reserves was

.99, the first year for which the index figure was below 1. This may reflect

a larger trend of fewer blacks enlisting in the regular armed services,

where members of the reserves usually have served, that has been observed

since 2000.11

The Democratic Process-40% of Civic Engagement

This category attempts to measure the degree to which the two populations

exercise their right to vote. Registering to vote and the act of voting itself are

excellent proxies for how invested people are in the fabric oit~~ir nation and

to what extent they feel engaged in their society. Registered Voters (20 per

cent) and Actually Voted (20 percent) are weighted evenly within this group.

The Registered Voters index figure of 0.95 speaks to a slightly higher percent

age of whites who registered to vote than blacks. Actually Voted-which

measures the percentage of people who voted in relation to those who are reg

istered to vote-has an index value of 0.93. This shows a nominal difference

between blacks and whites. Interestingly, despite the tremendous effort it

took to gain the right to vote, blacks still participate somewhat less than

whites. Yet there are also many blacks who are left out of the democratic

process due to criminal disenfranchisement. The Voting Rights Act of 1965

confronted the issue of state disenfranchisement, but criminal disenfranchise

ment, which denies the vote to citizens convicted of crimes in varying degrees

in most states, eliminates the potential votes of millions of Americans-a dis

proportionate share of which are nonwhite.1°
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Percent Change
From 2007

2007~330 2007-352

0.65

0.55

Weighted Index Values

KEY

• 2006-352 is the index value calculated in the 2006 Equality Index.
• 2007-330 is the Equality Index calculated with additional factors in it.

• 2007-352 offers the direct comparison with the 2006 Equality Index.

2007-3302006-3522007-352 :

Total Equality

0.7330.7300.667

Economic

0.5680.5610.498

Health

0.7770.7590.652

Education

0.7880.7760.784

Social Justice

0.6590.7420.589

Civic Engagement

1.0501.0370.995

National Urban League Equality Index

KEY

• 2006-352 is the index value calculated in the 2006 Equality Index.
• 2007-330 is the Equality Index calculated with additional factors in it.

• 2007-352 offers the direct comparison with the 2006 Equality Index.

CONCLUSION
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Overall, the Total Equality Index is virtually unchang~d, registering 0.73 in

both 2007 and 2006. This is not surprising, since wholesale national changes
,""' ,..1,.

move at a glacial pace. However, changes in the sub-indexe~ did occur; thus

the comparison between the two years' index values is not straightforward.

As the Equality Index project progresses, Global Insight is improving the

index both by updating the data as newer values become available and adding

new concepts to further illustrate and better capture the totality of the

BlacklWhite experience in America. In the 2006 Equality Index, a total of 352

data series (2006-352 in Figure 12) were utilized to measure the gap between

Black and White America; in the 2007 Equality Index, the number of series

totaled 330.

Global Insight kept the 2007 weights exactly as last time around for all the

five major sub-indexes and for the great majority of micro categories and even

some individual series, adjusting instead the relative weights of new micro

categories. For example Education scores represent 15% of the total

Education sub-index. In 2004 seven different nationwide scores were used,

each with 1/7 the weight of the 15%.In 2005 a total of 14 scores w~re utilized

each with a 1/14 weight of the 15%.

For purposes of comparison, Global Insight has created charts showing the

2006 index value (2005-352) and the 2007 new index value (2007-330) below.

GII also created a true apples-to-apples index comparison for the total

index and the major sub-indexes (2007-330). This last index is what the 2006

value would have been had we just used the old 352 data series reflecting all

the updated data available this year.

In the table and accompanying chart (Figures 12, 13), the Social Justice sub

index recorded the largest change of any index on a percent change basis. The

decline is due largely to the eradication of the Governmental Equality section

of Social Justice, which had variables that produced relatively high index

numbers. Governmental Equality was not used due to a lack of recently

updated data. The weights from the Governmental Equality section were shift

ed to other sections which had lower index values. The Health index record

ed the next largest change compared to the 2006 Equality Index. The Health

index was aided by large increases in the diabetes index number (though the

number is still lower for blacks than whites). In addition, updated data
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showed that blacks are abusing alcohol less than whites, and have lower sui

cide rates. The percentage of babies that were breastfed saw an increase in

this year's index and also helped to increase in the Health index. The
,i- /);

Education logged a moderate increase compared to the previous year.

Children's School Readiness Skills (Ages 3-5) increased from 0.81 in the 2006

Index to 0.94 in this year's edition. This variable has lasting importance, as

early readiness can lead to sustained academic success. The index value for

Preprimary School Enrollment also rose relative to last year. The Education

index was also boosted by a surge in the variable for College Enrollment of

Persons 35 years and older. This index figure rose from 1.43 in 2006 to 1.80in

2007. Civic Engagement, which has the least amount of explanatory variables,

produced the second smallest change relative to last year, rising 1.25%on a

percent change basis. Most variables in this sub-index stayed relatively con

stant, although there was an increase in volunteerism-which rose from 0.68

in the 2006 index to 0.73 in this year's index. The Economic sub-index showed

the least variation, increasing only 1.12% since 2006. The increase in the

Economics sub-index came largely due to increase in the mortgage applica

tion denial and home improvement loan denial variables, which recorded

gains versus 2006. Households with Computers also recorded a sizeable gain

which helped the increase in Economics.

NOTES

1 Index weights are represented within the text as a percentage of the sub-index: "Life

expectancy is weighted at 15 percent," or a shorthand percentage follows the description of

the data: "Live births per 1000 women was given the greatest value (5%) in the micro-index of

delivery issues." In all cases, the percentage refers to the percent of the sub-index-Health

in this example-being discussed. When referring to the entire Equality IndRx itself, the

text will directly mention this. "The Education sub-index comprises 25 percent of the

Equality Index."

2 Avery, Robert, Kenneth Brevoort and Glenn Canner. "Higher-Priced Horne Lending and

the 2005 HMDA Data". Federal Reserve Bulletin. September 25, 2006, p. A160.

3 Net Worth is defmed as the total value of held assets minus the total value of debts.

Included in net worth were interest-earning assets, checking accounts, stocks and mutual

funds, real estate and motor vehicles.
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4 The literature makes a correlation between black savings behavior, intergenerational

wealth transfers and the black/white wealth gap. Altorlii, Joseph G. and Doraszelski, Ulrich.

"The Role of Permanent Income and Demographics in BlacklWhite Differences in Wealth." The

Journal of Human Resources, Wmter 2005.

5 Black, Dan, Haviland, Amelia, Sanders, Seth, and Taylor, Lowell. "Why Do Minority Men

Earn Less? A Study Of Wage Differentials Among The Highly Educated." The Review of

Economics and Statistics, February 2006.

6 "High Cost or High Opportunity Cost? Transportation and Family Economic Success,"

the Brookings Institution, December 2005

7 Eli Pristoop and Ross Weiner, "The Funding Gap 2006," accessed online at

www2.edtrust.org.

8 Adelman, C. The Toolbox Revisited: Paths to Degree Completion From High School

Through CoUege. Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, 2006. An odds ratio indicates

that every unit of change in an independent variable (in this case, each step up the math ladder)

increases the odds of X happening versus the odds of X not happening by Y (the odds ratio).

9 Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips. The Blw;k- White Test Score Gap.

Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998. Their research showed that the effects of

variables which account for a horne learning environment are hardly reduced once children's

cognitive genes are controlled for.

10 Andrew L. Shapiro. "Challenging Criminal Disenfranchisement," The Yale Law

Journal, Vol. 103, NO.2. (Nov., 1993), pp. 537-566.

11 David R. Segal and Mady Wechsler Segal, "Army Recruitment Goals Endangered as

Percent of African American Enlistees Declines," accessed online at www.pbr.org.
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Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

ECONOMICS (30%)
Median Income (0.25) Median Household Income (Real)

Census200530.85850.78461%(0.01)

Median Male Earninqs

ACS200534.43346.80774%0.04

Median female Earninqs

ACS200529.58834.19087%0.04

Poverty (0.15) Povertv Line (% 8elow)

Census200524.98.333%(0.02)

Povertv Line (% 8elow 50% of Poverty Line)

Census200511.73.530%(0.00)
Population Livina Below 125% of Povertv Line

Census200531.211.437%

Population Livina Below Povertv Line (Under 18)

Census200533.51030%0.00

Population Livina Below Povertv Line (18-64)

Census200520.37.838%0.00

Population Livina Below Povertv Line (65 and Older)

Census200523.27.934%(0.01)

Emplovment Issues (0.20) Unemplovment Rate

BLS2006 9.04.044%0.00

Unemplovment Rate-Male

BLS20069.54.042%

Unemplovment Rate-female

BLS20068.54.148%

Persons 16-19WhO are Unemploved

BLS200529.0013.2046%(0.03)

Not in Workforce-Aoes 16 to 19

BLS20060.70.581%

Not in Workforce-Aaes 16 and Older

BLS2006 0.40.393%(0.00)

Labor force Participants

BLS200664.166.596%. ' (0.01)
LfPR 16 to 19

BLS200634.046.773%,. 0.04

LfPR 20 to 24

BLS200668.876.590%(0.00)

LfPR over 25-Less than Hiah School Grad

BLS200640.147.485%(0.01)

LfPR over 25-Hioh School Graduate. No Colleae

BLS200666.962.5107%(0.02)

LfPR over 25-Some Colleae. No Dearee

BLS200674.069.5106%(0.00)

LfPR over 25-Associate's Deoree

BLS200677.975.9103%(0.01)

Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

LfPR Over 25-Less than Bachelor's BLS
200675.271.7105%(0.00)LfPR Over 25-Colleqe Graduate BLS
200682.177.5106%0.00Employment to PoP. Ratio BLS
200658.563.892%0.01Housino & Wealth (0.34)

Home Ownership
Census

200647.975.863%(0.01)Mortqaqe Application Denial HMDA
200524.4912.9853%0.05Mortaaoe Application Denial (Male) HMDA
200525.7615.2759%

Mortoaoe Application Denial (female) HMDA
200524.7814.6659%

Mortaaoe Application Denial (Joint) HMDA
200520.819.9948%Home Improvement Loans Denials HMDA
200547.7430.0163%0.10Home Improvement Loans Denials (Male) HMDA
200549.4334.9571%

Home Improvement Loans Denials (female) HMDA
200549.9134.7770%

Home Improvement Loans Denials (Joint) >if
,,>

HMDAk+ 2005 !S41.7424.7259%
Percent of Hiah-Priced Loans (More than 3% above Treasurv) HMDA

200554.717.231%
Home Values (Median) Census

200080.600123.40065%Median Net Worth SWA
2004 1211810%0.01Equitv in Home Census

20003500064.20055%Percent Investina in 401k Census
200019.632.960%Percent Investina in IRA Census
20006.527.524%

U.S.firms bv Race (% Compared to Employment Share) Census
20020.5090.95154%

Diaital Divide (0.05)
Households with Computer at Home

Census
200344.666.667%0.08

Households Usinq the Internet Census
200336.059.960%(0.09)Households with Broadband Access Stat. Ab.
2005233861%0.06Transportation (O.on

Car Ownership
Census

200070.289.279%0.00

"'"
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SourceYearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Drive Alone

Census200472.381.189%0.06

Reliance on Public Transoortation

Census200411.32.623%(0.02)

Economic Weiahted Index

,
57%

HEALTH INDEX (25%)
Death Rebates & Life Expectancv (0.45)Life Exoectancv at Birth

CDC-H200473.178.393%0.00

Male

CDC-H200469.575.792%0.00

Female

CDC-H200476.380.894%0.00

Life Exoectancv at 65 (Additional Exoected Years)

CDC-H200417.118.791%0.00

Male at 65

CDC-H200414.616.688%0.00

Female at 65

CDC-H2004 1819.592%0.00

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-all causes

CDC-D20031.065.9817.077%(o.on

'AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Male

h.CDC'Du.i·;j:2003i'ihi 1.319.1 U973.974%

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Felllale

uiU ...• ;i •••. i•••• •~u\.cv
iU

.'i;" 885.6 ii•.i 693.178%

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Heart Disease

CDC-D2003300.2228.276%(0.02)

Ischemic Heart Oisease

CDC-D2003195.0161.783%(0.01)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Stroke (Cerebrovascular)

CDC-D200374.351.469%(0.02)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,DOO)-Cancer

CDC-D2003233.3188.581%(0.01)

Trachea, Bronchus, and LunG

CDC-D200360.854.590%(0.03>

Colon, Rectum, and Anus

CDC-D200326.418.670%"' (0.02)

Prostate (Male)

CDC-D200357.424.443%......" 0.01

Breast

CDC-D200320.113.869%(0.07)

Age-Adjusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Chronic Lower Resoiratorv

CDC-D200231.246.9150%0.00

Influenza and Pneumonia

CDC-D200323.321.994%(0.00)

Chronic Liver Disease and Cirrhosis

CDC-D20038.49.5113%0.07

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Diabetes

CDC-D200349.223.047%0.02
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SourceYearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-HIV

CDC-D200321.32.512%0.02
Unintentionallniuries

CDC-D200336.138.2106%0.03
Motor Vehicle-Related Iniuries

CDC-D200315.816.8106%(0.00)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Suicide
CDC-D20035.211.8227%(0.16)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Suicide Males
CDC-D20039.219.6213%(0.05)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Suicide Males AGes 15-24
CDC-D200211.319.3171%0.00

Aae-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Suicide Females
CDC-D20031.94.6242%(0.77)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Suicide Females Anes 15-24
CDC-D

2002 1.73.4200%0.00

Ane-AdJusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Homicide
CDC-D

200321.02.210%(0.03)
Ane-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Homicide Male

CDC-D
200336.75.314%0.04

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Homicide Males Anes 15-24
CDC-D

200283.15.57%0.00

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000)-Homicide Female
CDC-D

20033.20.928%0.01

Ane-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,OOO)-Homicide Females Anes 15-24
CDC-D

200210.32.221%0.00

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: >1 Male
CDC-D

20031.427.7647.245%(0.02)

Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 1-4 Male
CDC-D

200355.130.255%(O.on
Aoe-AdJusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 5-14 Male

CDC-D
200327.918.165%0.02

Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 15-24 Male
CDC-D

2003176.5105.960%(0.02)
Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 25-34 Male

CDC-D
2003266.6129.949%(0.01)

Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 35-44 Male
CDC-D

2003440.0243.855%(0.01)
Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 45-54 Male

CDC-D
20031,012.8513.251%(O.on

Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 55-64 Male
CDC-D

20032,047.71,110.554%(o.on
Aoe-AdJusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv Aoe Cohort: 65-74 Male

CDC-D20034,041.12,738.568%(0.02)
Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) bv AGe Cohort: 75-84 Male

CDC-D20038,165.76,692.282%(O.on
AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) by AGe Cohort: 85+ Male

CDC-D200315,082.216,234.4108%0.01

I

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) by AGe Cohort: >1 Female
CDC-D20031.146.9502.544%0.01

Aoe-Adiusted Death Rates (oer 100,000) by AGe Cohort: 1-4 Female
CDC-D200340.724.961%0.01
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Source
YearBlackWhite .IndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Aae-Adiusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by Aae Cohort: 5-14 Female

CDC-D200319.612.966%(O.03)

Aae-Adiusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by Aae Cohort: 15-24 Female

CDC-D200356.044.379%(0.01)

Aae-Adjusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by Aae Cohort: 25-34 Female

CDC-D2003118.061.252%0.00

Aqe-Adjusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by Aqe Cohort: 35-44 Female

CDC-D2003278.4138.050%(0.01)

Aae-Adiusted Death Rates (aer 100,000) bv AGeCohort: 45-54 Female

CDC-D2003595.7293.149%(O.Ol)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (aer 100,000) bv AGeCohort: 55-64 Female

CDC-D20031,201.6705.059%(O.Ol)

AGe-Adiusted Death Rates (per 100,000) bv AGeCohort: 65-74 Female

CDC-D20032,531.21,807.971%(O.Ol)

Aae-Adjusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by AGe Cohort: 75-84 Female

CDC-D20035,454.64,720.587%0.01

AGe-Adjusted Death Rates (per 100,000) by Aae Cohort: 85+ Female

CDC-D200313.130.314,107.7103%(0.03)

Lifetime Health (0.30) Physical Condition (0.10)Overweiqht and Obese: 18+ years (% of Population)

CDC200268.957.583%0.00

Overweiqht-Men 20 Years and Over (% of Population)

CDC-H200467.071.0106%(0.05)

Overweiqht-Women 20 Years and Over (% of Population)

CDC-H200479.657.672%(0.02)

Obese (% of population)

200234.822.264%0.00

Obese-Men 20 Years and Over (% of Population)

CDC-H200430.830.298%(O.03)

Obese-Women 20 Years and Over (% of Population)

CDC-H200451.130.760%(0.03)

Diabetes: Physician Diaqnosed in Aqes 18+ (% of Population)

CDC-H200511.36.558%0.16

AIDSCases per 100,000 Males Aqes 13+

CDC-H2005103.613.113%0.00

AIDSCases per 100,000 Females Aqes 13+

CDC-H200549.92.14%' (0.00)

Substance Abuse (0.10)

"
BinGeAlcohol (5 drinks in 1day, lx a year) Aqes 18+ (% of Population)

CDC-ER200512.122.6lB7%0.63

Tobacco: Both Ciqarette & Ciqar Aqes 18+ (% of Population)

CDC-ER200521.422.5105%(0.00)

Mental Health (0.02) Students Who Consider Suicide: Male
CDC-H20057.012.4177%0.61

Students Who Carrv Out Intent and Reauire Medical Attention: Male

20025.21.121%0.00
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Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Percent of Students that Act on Suicidal Feelina: Male CDC-H
20055.25.2100%0.82Students Who Consider Suicide: Female

CDC-H
200517.121.5126%0.56Students Who Carry Out Intent and Reauire Medical Attention: Female 2002

2.42.292%0.00Percent of Students that Act on Suicidal Feelina: Female CDC-H
20059.89.395%(0.37)Access to Care (0.05)

Private Insurance Payment for Health Care: Under 65 Years Old (% of Population)
CDC-H

20045165.878%0.04All People Without Health Insurance
Census

20050.1960.11358%0.00People 18to 64 Without A Usual Source of Health Insurance
CDC-H

200418.817.596%People in Poverty Without a Usual Source of Health Insurance CDC-H
20042422.795%Population Under 65 Covered by Medicaid

CDC-H
200424.910.442%0.05Elderly Health Care (0.03)

Population Over 65 Covered by Medicaid
CDC-H

200330620%(0.06)Medicare Expenditures per Beneficiary
CDC-H

2002152601301085%0.00Reproduction and Pediatric Care (Mother's Health, Births & Early Childhood) (O.2S)
Preanancy Issues (0.04)Prenatal Care Beains in 1st Trimester

CDC-B
200476.588.986%0.01Prenatal Care Beains in 3rd Trimester

CDC-B
20045.72.239%0.03Percent of Births to Mothers 18 and Under

CDC-H
20046.5231%(O.13)Percent of Live Births to Unmarried Mothers

CDC-B
200467.229.444%0.10Mothers With Less than 12Years of Education (% of Live Births) CDC-H
200423.41147%(O.Ol)Mothers Who Smoked Ciaarettes Durina PreGnancy (%) CDC-B
2004B.413.8164%(0.06)Low Birth Weiaht (% of Live Births)

CDC-B
200413.77.253%0.01Very Low Birth Weiqht (% of Live Births)

CDC-B
20043.11.239%Reproduction Issues (0.01)

Abortions (Per 100 Live Births)
CDC-H

200349.116.534%0.00Women Usina Contraception (Percent in Population)
CDC-H

200257.664.689%(0.05)~-
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Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Delivery Issues (0.10) All Infant Deaths: Neonatal and Post (per 1000 Live Births)

CDC-D200314.015.7241%(O.on

Neonatal Deaths (per 1000 Live Births)

CDC-D20039.43.8741%(O.on

PostNeonatal Deaths (per 1000 Live Births)

CDC-D20034.61.8440%(O.on

Maternal Mortality (per 100,000 Live Births)

CDC-H200232.37.824%0.05

Children's Health (0.1) Babies Breastfed (%)

CDC-H200145.368.766%0.21

No Child Health Care Visit in Past 12 Months (% of Children Up to 6 Years Old)

CDC-H20045.56.4116%0.24

Vaccinations of Children Below Poverty: Combined Vacc. Selies 4:3:1:3 (% of Children 19-35 Months)

CDC-H2005777899% 0.10

Uninsured Children

CDC-H200410.3768% 0.09

Overweiqht Boys 6-11 Years Old (% of Population)

CDC-H200417.216.998%0.16

Overweiqht Girls 6-11 Years Old (% of Population)

CDC-H200424.815.663%0.05

AIDS Cases per 100,000 All Children Under 13

CDC2005 59.06.311%0.04

Health Weighted Index

78%

EDUCATION (25%) Quality (0.45) Teacher Quality (0.30)

,
Middle Grades-Teacher Lackinq at Least a Colleqe Minor in Subiect Tauqht

ET2000 49%40%85%,,0.00

HS-Teacher Lackinq at Least a Colleqe Minor in Subject Tauqht

ET2000 28%21%91%....., 0.00

Per Student Fundinq in Low and Hiqh Poverty Districts (Dollars)

ET2004 5937724482%(O.on

Teachers with <3 Years Experience (Hi vs. Low Minority Schools)

ET2000 0.210.148%0.00

Distribution of Underprepared Teachers (California Only) Small vs. Hiqh Minority

SRI2005-06 0.080.0338%0.18

'had not completed a preparation program and obtained a full credential before beginning to teach
Course Quality (0.15)All College Entrants

ET1999 0.450.7362%0.00

Of All Colleqe Entrants What Percent Had a Stronq HS Curriculum (Algebra 2 Plus other Courses)

ET1999 0.750.8687%0.00
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Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

HS Students: Enrolled in Chemistrv
NCES

2000 0.60.6395%0.00
HS Students: Enrolled in Alqebra 2 NCES

20000.650.6994%0.00
Students Takino: Precalculus CB

2006 0.330.5362%(0.02)
Students Takino: Calculus CB

2006 0.150.350%0.00
Students Takino: Enolish Composition CB

2006 0.430.5381%0.07
Students Takino: Grammar CB

2006 0.510.5691%0.07
Attainment (0.20)

Graduation bv Enrolled Students for 2-year Institutions

NCES
200127%34%79%(0.03)

Graduation bv Enrolled Students for 4-year Institutions NCES
199840%58%68%0.01

NCAA Div. I Colleoe Freshmen Graduatinq within 6 Years NCAA
99-0044%63%70%0.02

Degrees Earned (Assoc) NCES
20041.9%2.5%75%0.02

Deqrees Earned (Bach) NCES
20041.9%3.5%54%0.01

Degrees Earned (Master) NCES
20040.5%0.9%59%0.03

HS Educational Attainment (25 and Over) Census200581%86%95%0.00
College Educational Attainment (25 and Over) Census

200518%28%63%(O.on
Degree Holders (% of Persons Over 18)

Agriculture/Forestrv
NCES

20010.71.256%(0.02)
Art/Architecture NCES

20013.32.9114%0.78
Business/Manaoement NCES

200119.518.1108%(0.09)
Communications NCES

20013.22.4135%0.44
Computer and Information Sciences NCES

20013.92.2177%0.15
Education NCES

200115.315.3100%(0.23)
Engineering NCES

20013.67.747%0.08
English/Literature NCES

20012.63.380%0.19
Foreign Lanquaoes NCES

20010.80.996%0.38
Health Sciences NCES

20015.44.5120%0.13
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SourceYearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Law

NCES19961.83.060%0.00

Liberal Arts/l1umanities

NCES20014.66.175%(0.33)

Mathemati cs/Stat istics

NCES2001204104169%0.03

Medicine

NCES19960.32.313%0.00

Natural Sciences

NCES20016.05.6106%0040

Nursina & Public Health

NCES19960.91.182% 0.00

Ph ilosop hv /Rel ia ion/Th eo Ioav

NCES20010.91.370% 0.01

Pre-professional

NCES20011.61.1146%0.21)

Psvcholoav

NCES20014.93.9126%(0.01)

Social Sciences/History

NCES20018.14.9165%0.15

Other Fields

NCES200113.117.276%(0.24)

Scores (0.15)
Preschool 10% of Total Scores (0.015)Children's School Readiness Skills: Aaes 3-5 (% with 3 or 4 skills*)

NCES2005 444794% 0.12

'Skills: Recognizes all Letlers. Counts to 20 or higher. Writes Name. Reads or Pretends to Read
Elementarv 40% of Total Scores (0.06)Proficiency Test Scores for Selected Subiects (NAEP) Elementarv Aaes

NCES

Geoaraphv Scores for 8th Graders (Public & Private)

NCES2001234Z7386%0.00

Historv Scores for 8th Graders (Public & Private)

NCES2001243Z7190%0.00,

Math 13 Yr Old (8th Grade)

NCES200426228891%. 0.00

Math 9 Yr Old (4th Grade)

NCES200422424791%___ 0.00

Readina 13 Yr Old (8th Grade)

NCES200424426692%. 0.00

Readina 9 Yr Old (4th Grade)

NCES200420022688%0.00

Science 9 Yr Old

NCES199919924083%0.00

Science Scores for 8th Graders (Public Schools)

NCES2000 12116076%0.00

Writina Proficiency at or Above 8asic 4th Grade

NCES2002 799187%0.00

11"
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Writina Proficiency At or Above Basic 8th Grade NCES2002 759182%0.00

Hioh School 50% of Total Scores (0.075) Hiah School Scores

0.00
Writina Proficiency At or Above Basic 12th Grade

NCES2002 598074%0.00

Science 17 Yr Old

NCES199925430683%0.00

Hiah Schaal GPAs far Those Takinq the SAT

CB2006 3.013.4089%(0.00)
SAT

CB2006 863106381%0.00

ACT

ACT2006 17.12278%0.00

Enrollment (0.10) Schaal Enrollment: Aaes 3-34 (% of Population)

Census20045955.5106%(0.01)

Prearimarv School Enrollment
Census200467.063.8105%0.10

3 and 4 Years Old

Census200459.6%52.8%113%0.12

5 and 6 Years Old

Census200494.1%95.5%99%(0.01)

7 ta 13 Years Old

, Census200498.6%98.2%100%0.00,
14 and 15 Years Old

Census200499.0%98.5%101%(0.00)

16 and 17 Years Old

Census200495.7%94.2%102%0.02

18 and 19 Years Old

Census200459.2%64.9%91%(0.05)

20 and 21 Years Old

Census200440.0%49.3%81%(0.05)

22 to 24 Years Old

Census200425.1%25.3%99%(0.03)

25 to 29 Years Old

Census200414.3%12.2% .117%0.06

30 to 34 Years Old

Census20047.2%604%113%(0.26)

35 and Over

Census20043.3%1.9%174%0.18

Colleae Enrollment bv Aae Cohort (15 and Over)

Census20048.2%7.1%115%0.04

15 ta 17 Years Old

Census20042.1%104%144%0.17

18 to 19 Years Old

Census20043504%49.8%71%0.08

20 to 21 Years Old

Census200432.7%51.2%64%(0.08)
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SourceYearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

22 to 24 Years Old

Census200421.6%26.1%83%0.01

25 to 29 Years Old

Census200413.1%13.0%100%0.08

30 to 34 Years Old

Census20046.2%6.5%96%(0.25)

35 vears Old and Over

Census20043.1%1.7%180%0.37

Colleae Enrollment af Recent Hiah School Graduates

NCES200462.5068.8091%0.04

Adult Education Participation

NCES200146.0046.00100%0.09

Student Status & Risk Factors (0.10) High School Dropouts: Status Dropouts-Not Completed HS and Not Enrolled, Regardless of When Dropped

Census200415%12%79%(0.03)

Children in Pavertv

US DC19990.3310.09328%0.00

Children with No Parent in the Labor Farce

US DC20000.2030.05527%0.00

School Aae Children (5-15) with a Disabilitv

USDC20000.070.05781%0.00

Elementarv & Secondarv Students: Susoended

NCES19990.150.3543%0.00

Elementarv & Secondary Students: Repeated Grade

NCES19990.090.1850%0.00

Center 8ased, Child Care of Preschool Children

NCES200163.159.194%0.00

Parental Onlv, Child Care of Preschool Children

NCES200115.125.360%0.00

Teacher Stabilitv: Remained in Public School

NCES200184.385.099%0.00

Teacher Stabilitv: Remained in Private School

NCES200183.279.0105%0.00

Zero Davs Missed in School Year (%)

NCES200216.513.0127%0.01

3+ Davs Late to School (% of students ReoortinG)

NCES200246.131.568%(0.05)

Never Cut Classes (% of students)

NCES200264.672.989%(0.08)

Home Literacv Activities (Aae 3 to 5)

., 0.00

Read to 3 or More Times a Week

NCES2005 789285%',),(0.02)

Told a Story at Least Once a Month

NCES2005 5453102%0.14

Tauqht Words or Numbers Three or More Times a Week

'NCES20058176107%0.03

Visited a Librarv at Least Once in Last Month

NCES2005 444598% 0.18

Education Weiahted Index

79%
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SourceYearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

SOCIAL JUSTICE (10%) Eauality Before the Law (0.80) Stopped While Drivinq

BJS2002 9.148.7596% .11

Speedinq
Census199943.453.7124%0.00

Vehicle Defect

Census199913.410.478%0.00

Roadside Check for Drinkinq Drivers

Census19991.42.5179%0.00

Record Check

Census1999119.183%0.00

Driver Susoected of Somethinq

Census19992.42.396%0.00

Other

Census199928.42277%0.00

Averaae Jail Sentence (In Averaqe Months)

BJS2002 44.034.077%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Murder-Male
BJS2002240.0213.089%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Sexual Assault-Male
BJS2002 95.085.089%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Robbery-Male

BJS200292.078.085%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Aaaravated Assault-Male

BJS2002 48.036.075%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Other Violent-Male

BJS2002 40.036.090%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Buralarv-Male

BJS2002 44.037.084%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Larceny-Male

BJS2002 23.022.096%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Fraud-Male

BJS2002 30.025.083%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Drua Possession-Male

8JS2002 23.020.087%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Druo Traffickinq-Male

BJS2002 45.038.084%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Weaoon Offenses-Male

BJS2002 30.027.090%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Other Offenses-Male

BJS2002 23.022.096%0.00

Averaoe Sentence for Murder-Female

BJS2002247.0121.049%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Sexual Assault-Female

BJS2002 34.043.0126%0.00

Averaqe Sentence for Robberv-Female

BJS2002 57.054.095%0.00

Averaae Sentence for Aooravated Assault-Female

BJS200229.025.086%0.00
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Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

AveraQe Sentence for Other Violent-Female

BJS200225.039.0156%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for BurQlary-Female

BJS200220.020.0100%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for Larceny-Female

BJS200216.016.0100%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for Fraud-Female

BJS200223.020.087%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for OruQ Possession-Female

BJS200215.014.093%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for OruQ TraffickinQ-Female

BJS200233.030.091%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for Weapon Offenses-Female

BJS200223.017.074%0.00

AveraQe Sentence for Other Offenses-Female

BJS200219.014.074%0.00

Probation Granted for Felons (% Qranted )-Male

BJS200227.034.079%0.00

Probation Granted for Murder

BJS2002 4.06.067%0.00

Probation Granted for Robbery

BJS2002 11.014.079%0.00

Probation Granted for BurQlary

BJS200223.027.085%0.00

Probation Granted for Fraud

BJS200237.042.088%0.00

Probation Granted for DruQ Offenses

BJS2002 31.042.074%0.00

Probation Granted for Felons (% Granted )-Female

BJS200247.045.0104%0.00

Probation Granted for Murder

BJS2002 5.017.029%0.00

Probation Granted for Robbery

BJS200224.031.077%0.00

Probation Granted for BurQlary

BJS200224.032.075%0.00

Probation Granted for Fraud

BJS200257.050.0114%0.00

Probation Granted for DruQ Offenses

BJS200245.049.092%\ 0.00

In Prison as a % of Population

BJS2005 2.170.3215%--So 0.01

Prisoners per 100,000 People-Male

BJS20053145.0471.015%

Prisoners per 100,000 People-Female

. BJS2005156.045.029%

Prisoners as a % of Arrests

FBI, BJS200524.48.334%0.03

Victimization & Mental Anguish (0.20) Homicides (Adj. for Population)-Male

BJS2003 0.40.116%(0.00)

:J1
::;>

The Equality Index of Black America

The Equality Index of Black America.

Updated Series

Updated Series

New Series (Index = 0.73) ]

New Series (Index = 0.73) J
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Homicide Rate per 10

01
-.:]

Source
YearBlackWhiteIndexDIFF ('07-'06)

Homicide RatejJer 100,000: Firearm (aQed 15-34)
BJS

2001785.486.011%0.00
Homicide RatejJer 100,000: Stabbifll1S (~ed 15-34) BJS

200150.814.328%0.00
Homicide Rate~er 100,000: Vehicular (~ed 15-34) BJS

200110.721.7202%0.00
Homicide (Adi for P~ulation)-Female BJS

2003 0.10.035%0.02
Murder Victims (% of POQ,) USDJ

20040.00.020%0.01
Hate Crimes Against (Incidents % of PQQ) USDJ

20040.00.06%(0.00)Victims of Violent Crimes BJS
2005 27.020.174%0.01

Delinquency Cases (Cases Com. By Juvie that Adult Could Be Pros.) NCJJ
200392.546.050%0.00Prisoners Under Death Sentence BJS

2005 0.00.022%0.01
% Students Carryif!<L Weapons in School (9-12 Grade) CDC

2003 7.06.086%0.00
% Students Carryiflq Weapons Anywhere (9'12 Grade) CDC

200317.017.0100%0.00Firearm-Related Death (All AQes, Males) CDC
200436.415.643%(0.00)AQes 1-14 CDC
2004 2.00.735%(0.04)AQes 15-24 CDC
200480.714.318%(0.00)Aqes 25-44 CDC
200459.217.429%(0.01)AQes 25-34 CDC
200483.616.920%(0.00)AQes 35-44 CDC
200435.117.851%(0.02)AGes 45-64 CDC
2004 18.319.2105%0.01AGe 65 and Older CDC
200414.627.6189%(0.21)Firearm-Related Death (All AGes, Females) CDC
2004 3.72.978%0.12AGes 15-24 CDC
2004 6.92.536%0.05AGes 25-44 CDC
2004 5.73.968%0.07AGes 45-64 CDC
2004 3.04.1137%0.10AGe 65 and Older CDC
2003 1.82.2122%(0.69)Social Justice Weighted Index
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by
D

avid
J.

Johns

R
e-im

agining
B

lack
M

asculine
Identity:

A
n

Investigation
of

the
"Problem

"
Surrounding

the
C

onstruction
of

B
lack

M
asculinity

in
A

m
erica

B
lack

m
asculinity

is
not

m
erely

a
social

identity
crisis.

It

is
also

a
key

site
of

ideology
and

ideological
representa

tions
w

here
a

m
ajor

contrast
of

com
peting

forces
is

played
out.

E
S

S
A

Y
1

T
he

social
categorization

of
black

m
aleness,

black
m

asculinity,
black

m
ale

identity
or

any
term

by
w

hich
w

e
seek

to
understand

the
im

plications
of

being
both

black
and

m
ale,

in
the

U
nited

States,

is
an

im
agined

social
construct

w
ith

real
consequences.

1
T

he
concept

of

black
m

asculine
identity

w
as

fashioned
during

and
codified

after
the

form
al

collapse
of

the
A

m
erican

institution
of

slavery.
T

hus,
black

m
asculine

identi

ty
is

a
product

of
A

m
erican

history.
Ithas

been
socially

constructed
from

nar

row
ly

defined
understandings

of
w

hite
m

aleness.2
B

lack
m

asculine
identity

is
heavily

im
bued

w
ith

pernicious
stereotypes

introduced
to

strip
enslaved

M
ricans

of
hum

anity.
T

hese
stereotypes

are
still

prevalent
in

contem
porary

U
.S.

society
and

this
prevalence

is
at

least
one

factor
contributing

to
the

cycle
of

black
m

ale
disengagem

ent,
alienation

and
m

isrepresentation.3
T

he

M
aurice

W
allace,

C
onstT

U
cting

the
B

lack
M

asculine
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